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Report of the Indian Expedition to Ceylon to observe 
the Total Solar Eclipse of 20 June 1966 

L. Introduetion 

The eclipse of 20 June 1255 was one of 
exceptionally long dur<1,tioll and wa:; of 
gpecial interest to the KodaikaMl Observa~ 
tory, as the pa.th of totality passeJ very 
(}lose to the souther!' tip of India. 

From a general consideration of the 
climatic features of the regions alon.g the 
path of totality of the eclipse it seemed 
that the so-called "dry zone" of Ceylon 
offered the most favourable weather condi
tions for observing the eclipse. This vinw was 
evidently shared by lllany other exp~
ditions also, for there were in Ceylon expedl
tions from Britain, U.S.A., GerlMny, France, 
Switzerland, Holland and Japan. 

An adv&nce party of four members nnder 
the leadership of Dr. A. K. Dad, Deputy 
Director General of Observatories, Astro
physical Observatory, Kodaikal1al,left Koclai
kanal 011 17 May 1 !:l55 with nearly 5 tons 
of equipment and reached the eclipse cv,mp 
at Hingurakgoda, Ceylon on the l~t.h. 
During Dr. Das's earlier exploratory VISIt, 
the Director of the UNESCO Fundamental 
Education Centre, Ringurakgoda, Ceylon. 
had kincUy placed at the disposal of the 
Indian expedition the Women's Hostel 
of the Education Centre an.d "he adjoin.ing 
grounds. Selection of proper. s~tes for 
the various mHtrUlnents an.d theJr mstalla
tion were c9rried out during the first two 
weeks. 

Director, Kodaikanal Observatory and 
Mr. B. N. Bhargava, Meteorologist, arrived 
at the eclipse camp onI4 June 1955. Besides 
the above seven members, there were four 
other volunteers with scientific training 
who came to Ceylon a few days befor ... 
the eclipse day and helped the expedition.. 
Intensive rehea.rsals with all the optical 
instruments were carried out for some da.ys 
prior to the eclipse day. Although adequate 
arrangements had been made, during 
Dr. Da.s's exploratory visit to Ceylon, for 
electricity supply to the camp for ru~ 
the radio instruments, two petrol-dl'lv611 
M.G. sets, one of 2·5 KW and the other 
of 400 wa.tt ca.pacity were taken with the 
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party as a standby measure. On the 
eclipse day the 2· 5 KW generator wa.s 
kept running and ready to be .put into 
eervice at a moment's notice in the event 
of a failure of tho town electricity supply. 

Fig. 1 shows the path of totality of the 
eclipse and the location of the expedition 
sites at Hingurakgoda, Ceylon. The cir
cumstances of the eclipse at Ringurakgoda 
are a.s given below-

h m S (1ST) 

First contact 07 08 19 
Second contact 08 12 11 
Third contact 08 16 53 

Fourth contact 09 31 32 

The circumstances of the eclipse at Kodai
kanal for ground level and for several heights 
in the ionosphere are given in Table 1. 

The programme of observations of the 
Indian expedition at Hingurakgoda during 
the eclipse was divided broadly into four 
parts-

(a) Optical observations 

(b) Ionospheric observations 

(c) Geomagnetic observations and 

(l) Radio-astronomical observations 

TABLE 1 

Time (1ST) of 
r---- ~----____ ~ 

Height First MaximulIl Last 
contact phase contact 

li m 1! m l; m 

Ground 
level 07 08·4 08 n'9 09 25·2 

100 km 07 06·8 08 10·2 09 23·6 

200km 07 05·1 08 08'5 09 22'0 

360 km 07 03·5 08 06·7 09 20'3 

'00 km 07 01·8 08 05'0 09 18-6 

Magni
tudE' 

0·914 

0·912 

0·910 

0'908 

0·905 

Arrangements were also made to supple
ment the optical, ionospheric and geomag
netic observa.tiolls at Ringurakgoda with 
intensive observations at Kodaikanal Obser
vatory. 

The various items of observation carried 
out at Ringurakgoda under the four broad 
heads are described together with the genera.l 
results in the following sections. 

2. Optical observations 

(i) Photographing the flash spectrum 
using a three-prism spectrograph 
of 6 feet focal length in conjunction 
with a coelostat and a paraboHc 
reflector 

(ii) Photographing the spectrum of 
the inner corona with a low
dispersion spectrograph in con
junction with an 8" object glass 
of 91 feet focal length and a 
Foucr,uIt siderostat 

(iii) Direct photography of the corona 
in red light using a camera of 
10" focal length provided with 
an arrangem.ent for measuring the 
polarisation at great distances from 
the sun's lhnb 

(iv) Direot photography of the corODA 
in blue-violet light using a camera 
of 48" focal length with arrange
ment for measuring polarisation 
in the corona 

(v) A photographic polarimeter using 
an objeot glass of 24" focal length 
for determining thE polarisatio!1 
of the corona in green light at 
varioill' dista,nces from the sun's 
limb. 

All the above instruments had devices 
for photographic photometry. 

Because of cloudiness during the total 
phase of the eclipse, the Indian expedition 



'Was not able to carry out the optical observa
tions outlined above. The other observing 
teams at Hingurakgoda such as the British, 
German, Dutch and French, as also the 
British, Japanese and 'whose teams at nearby 
Polonnaruwa, whose programmes were 
entirely optical, also completely failed to 
make any observations. An American team 
at Sigiria is, however, reported to have 
made some observations of the infra-red 
spectrum of the corona through relatively 
thin cloud. 

S. Ionospheric observations 

(i) Study oj F2 layer during the eclipse
During several eclipses in the past, attempts 
have been m,ade to investigate eclipse 
effects on F2 layer; but these have often 
been found erratic and controversial. I;arge 
and irregular variations in the F2 layer 
make it difficult to isolate eclipse effects. 
Fortunately, the eclipse of 20 June occurred 
in the early morning hours when the ioniza
tion of F2 layer is normally increasing 
smoothly and rapidly and the time was 
ideally suited for the observation of any 
discontinuities in the slope of the diurnal 
curve due to sudden masking of ionizing 
radiation. Observations over a period of 
15 days including seven days on eithe.r 
side of the eclipse day have been utHized 
in this study. For coronal activity in 
green (5303 A) line, a diagram was recon
structed from data from Climax, Colorado. 
Since it is known that bright coronal regions 
or streamers have a life time upto severa] 
months and rotate with approximately 
the same period as the photosphere, the 
positions of active regions on the disc was 
estimated from available observations on 
the limbs by applying the solar rotation 
period. The state of the solar corona on 
the disc obtained in this manner together 
with the path of the mOOD's centre is 
shown in Fig. 2. 

The results of the study are indicated 
briefly below-

A discontinuity in the F2 critical fre
quency curve observed 22 rninutes before 

the commencement of the eclipse at 250 km 
level poinh,d to its possible connection 
with very fast corpuscular radiatioll. of 
speed of about 8700 kl:u sec-1 of whose 
existence there is, at pre::.ent, only little 
evidence. The reduction could also be due 
to maskillg by the moon of ionizing wave 
radiation from the corona at a distance of 
about 500,000 km from the limb of the sun. 
From the coronal activity on the day shown 
in. Fig. 2 it was noticed that there was no 
markedly bright coronal region in the SW 
limb at about 7° S heJiographic latitude 
where the moon was nearest to the sun at 
the time the discontinuity was observed. 
The origin of the discontinuity before the 
comm,encement of the eclipse, therefore, 
cannot be satisfactorily explained from :.t 

consideration either of corpuscular eclipse 
effects or of masking of coronal wave radia
tion. 

The principal effects marked by a reduc
tion ill electronic density commenced a 
few minutes before the first contact and 
were simultan.eous with the covering by 
the moon of the region containing an. active 
sunspot group in the SW quadrant of the 
solar ruse. The ion-density of the F2 
layer decreas;od from the expected value for 
the day by about 33 per cent, the minimum 
of ionic density occurring 18 minutes after 
the maximum phase of the eclipse. The 
recovery was simultan.eous with the un
covering of the aetive ~1?otgroup and provided 
definite evidcnce of enhanced radiation 
(effective for the formation of F2 region) 
from the vjcinity of the spotgroup. 

The period after the maximum phase 
was marked by ra,pid change in layer shape, 
form.atioll. of a new layer and vertical trans
po~t of ions ~n the F2 region. The pre
ecbpse F2 reglOu commenced to rise verti
cally 15 m.inutes after the maximum phase 
of the eclipse. A new stratification developed 
intermediate between Fl a.nd F2 layers 
and its maximum electronic density rose 
sharply to almost fourfold in two hours. 
In Fig. 3 ttre shown the critical frequency 
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Fig. 2. Coronal activity on eclipse day and path of moon's centre 

of the F2 region on eclipse day and a mean 
curve obtained from the data of control 
days. 

The new layer eventually replaced the 
pre-eclipse F2 la.yer which was registered 
upto heightlS of 1000 km and probably 
continued to exist at greater hcights. These 
effects were mlar to ionic drifts occurring 
more or less regula.rly at distinct somr and 
lunar hours implying a common mechanism 
for vertical drifts irrespective of the cause 
of the stratification. 

(ii) Study oj Solar Tides in the F2 reg-iO'fl, 
over Kodaikanal-For some time it has been 
known that tidal. oscillations occur in the 
ionosphere with large amplitudes in equa
torial regions. With a view to detQrmining 
$le magnitude of these oscillations in the F2 

layer over Koup.ikanal, data collected during 
the eclipse obHervations were made use of, 
The values of virtual height and critical 
frequency at intervals of 30 minutes were 
used for this purpose. The variations of the 
two parameters, corrected for non-cyclic 
variations, were ana.lysed harmonically. Tho 
results of the ana.lyses indicate that tlJ.e 
values of the amplitudes of the· first and. the 
second harmonic coefficients in h'F2· were 
nearly equal, the mean values being 40;3aIid. 
46·1 km respeetively. The shl.ndard devia· 
tions of the first and the second harm<ll1ic 
coefficients were 1.1·7 km and 5·85 kmres 
pectively. The time of maximum of the firs 
harmonic varied from 6· 8 to 14· 1 brs 'local 
mean t.ime, 11ut the time of maximum of the 
second harmonic varied from 0·2 tol·5 i hrs 
only. These indicate that the most cOllsistent 
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Fig. 3. F2 layer critical frequencies on eclipse day and mean control day 

variation was the semi diurnal 01:1e. Its 8,mpli~ 
tude is of the same order as at Huancayo, 
P0ru. 

For f(.F2, the mean amplitudes of the first 
two h8.rmonic coefficients were 2·79 Me/sec 
and 1· 75 Me/sec respectively and the 
times of maximum 14·7 hrs and 8·0 hrs loeal 
mean time respectively. 

(iii) The effects of the Solar Eclipse on the 
lO'W81' ionospheric layers-The behaviour of 
the lower ionospheric layers, namely, the Fl, 
E [1.n(l D regions during the eclipse has been 
studied. The data were collected from ionos
pheric soundings at one-minute intervi'ls on 
the eclipse -- day. Ionospheric records at 
5.:.minute intervals during morning hours 
throughout the month of June provided eon
troldat(1 .. Oblique incidence field strength 

records were made at Hingurakgoda, Ceylon 
to supplement the vertical incidence data 
obtained at Kodaikana.I. The observed effects 
on the various layers are described -illLhe 
following sections. From data. of Kodaikanal 
Observatory, sunspot~, calcium flocculi and 
H -alpha dark markings on the solar disc and 
K-prominences on the limb as on 20 June 
were plotted 011 the sohn disc and are repro~ 
duced -in Fig. 4. 

The E-laye'l'-The norm.al diuqal varia
tion of the E-Iayer at Kodaikanal is symme
trical about local nOOn and follows the 
(cosX)n law where X is the sun's 
zenith angle and nat Kodaikanal is between 
0·28 and 0-30. With the commencement of 
the eclipse the rise in electronic _ density in 
the E-Iayer was arrested and its critical fre
quency remained at 2·4 Mc!see for about 8 
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Fig. 4. The state of the sun's activity on the morning of the eclipse day as observed at Kodaikanal 

minutes. Thereafter it fell steadily wItil 0809 
hrs when it attamed the lowest value of 1· 82 
Mc/sec. The minimum electronic density 
occurred almost simultaneously with the 
maximum phase of the eclipse at the level of 
100 km. The recovery was very rapid bet
ween 0809 and 0830 hrs and the electronic 
density continued to rise afterwards,-more 
gradually until 0920 hrs. Thereafter the varia
tion of foE followed the normal pattern, the 
values of foE being higher for the d.ay than 
the corresponding median values. The eclipse 
day and. median control day variation of 
foE is shown in Fig. 5. 

By a detailed analysis of the change in the 
ion-density ofthe E-layer during the progress 
of the eclipse; it is shown that the solar ultra-

violet radiation responsible for the ionization 
of the E-Iayer is not distributed uniformly 
over the sun's disc and that an active sunspot 
group situated in the SW quadrant of the 
sun's disc on the eclipse day was a discrete 
source of enhanced radiation. 

The Fl-layer-On the eclipse day the Fl
layer was sufficiently developed by 0740 IST 
to enable sC8Jing of its critical frequency. 
The lowest value offoFl,v?:z.,2·5Mc!secwas 
reached at 0808 1ST also, coincident with the 
time of maximum ph~~se of the eclipse at the 
Fl-layer level (200 km). Thereafter, foFl rose 
steadily until 0821 hI'S. During the next 9 
minutes, the rise was very rapid at the rate 
of about 0·1 Me/sec per minute. Again from 
0830 hrs foFl rOSe steadily till the end of the 
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Fig. 5. Variation of critical frequency of the E-Iayer on eelipse day (dotted line) and 
mean control day (solid line) 

eclipse and followed the normal diurnal pat
tern for the rest of the day. The rapid rise of 
the ion-density for 9 minutes between 0821 
and 0830 1ST occurred simultaneously 
with the uncovering of the sunspot group in 
the SW quadrant of the sun's disc, thus indi
cating that the 1i>tter was a source of en
hanced radiation. From the minimumobserv
ed value of foF1 it has been found that the 
ion-density of the F1-18"yer decreased by 61· 9 
per cent at the time of ' the maximum phase 
of the eclipse as compared to the mean 
control period value. Similarly; in the case of 
the E-Iayer the electron density was found 
to decrease by 61·1 per cent. The close 
agreement in the percentage reductions 
suggests common solar radiation responsible 
for the ionisation of the E and F1-layers. 

The D-layer-( a) The changes in the ionisa" 
tion of the D-region were studied in an indi
rectmanner from observations of the lowest 
frequency from which reflections are obser
vable from the E-Iayer, (f/DinE). The fminE 
values on the eclipse day were generally 
much higher than, the values during 

control period. With the commencement 
of the eclipse fminE values decree sed pro
gressively, but the fall was not steady and 
uniform. The lowest value of f/DinE, 1·45 
Mc/sec was reached at 0747 hrs and another 
minimum of 1· 5 Mc/sec at 0807 hrswhich was 
near about the time of maximum phase in 
the D-Iayer . .Ai; in the case ofE and F1 
regions there was an abrupt rise of fminE at 
the time of uncovering of the active sunspot 
group, again indicating the existence of a 
source of enhanced radiation in the vicinity 
of the group. 

(b) At Hingurakgoda, Ceylon, ionospheric 
field intensity· measurements were made on 
the eclipse day and on a number of days be
fore and after. The equipment consisted of 
a HammerlundCommunication Receiver, 
Model SP-600-J, the A.V.C. voltage from 
which was fed on to a D.C. amplifier and 
thence to a recording milliammeter. The 
receiver was tuned to broadcast signals ata 
frequency of 770 Kc/sec radiated from the 
Trichinopoly Station of AIl India Radio. 
These transmissions during the morning hours 
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were specially arranged by the A.I.E. for the (2) An 'Askania' Magnetic Field Balance 
study of the strength of the received signals for Horizontal Force with a chopper-type re-
during the eclipse. corder giving a directly visible ink record 

An analysis of the field strength records 
made at Hingurakgoda indicates that on 
the eclipse day the signal strength at 770 
Kc/sec increased appreciably between about 
0750 and 0830 1ST, when compared with the 
corresponding values on the preceding and 
succeeding days. This increase in signal 
strength was apparently due to reduced 
absorption of the signal within the D-layer, 
during the course of its transmission from 
Trichinopoly to our receiving station at 
Hingurakgoda via the E or sporadic E-layer, 
the decreased D-layer absorption resulting 
from the low ion-density during the eclipse. 
The results of the observation of the D-layer 
by the field strength measurement technique 
are consistent with those deduced indirectly 
from the vertical incidence observations of 
D-layer at Kodaikanal. 

Thus it is seen that the eclipse considerably 
affected the ionizil.tion in all the three layers; 
D; E and Fl, confirming that the maID 
source of ionization in the three layers is the 
ultraviolet radiation from the sun. An active 
sunspot group in theSW quadrant of the 
sun's disc was identified as the source of 
enhanced ionizing radiation in the D, E and 
F1 regions. 

4. Geomagnetic observations 

(i) Study of the Geomagnetic variations 
during the total solar eclipse-Geomagnetic 
observations were made at Hingurakgoda, 
Ceylon as part of the general eclipse pro
gramme of the Astrophysical Observatory, 
Kodaikanal. The instrumental equipment 
consisted of-

(1) Two Eschenhagen Magnetographs, one 
for recording the Horizontal Force and the 
other for the Vertical Force, both recording 
photographically with a chart. speed of 15 mm 
per hour 

(3) Quartz Horizontal Magnetometer 
(QHM) with three tubes for calibrating the 
H.F. instruments. 

(4) Zero Balance Magnetometer (BMZ) for 
calibrating the V.F. instruments. 

All these instruments were housed in tents 
with sufficient spacing so as to avoid inter
action between the magnet systems. Calibra
tion experiments were performed daily for 
fixing independently the base-line values of 
each day's records. H.F. and V.F. records 
were available from 11 to 23 June except with 
the loss of H.F. record on the 18th. 

From a study of the magnetograms and 
considering~' the values of the International 
Magnetic Character Figures, 11th, 13th and 
21st were selected as control days for the 
study of the variation in H.F. on the eclipse 
day andUth, 18th and 21st were selected as 
control ' days for studying the eclipse varia
tion in V.F. These days were of course 
magnetically the calmest days. 

(ii) Results-The analysis of H.F. data 
on the eclipse day indicated a decrease in 
H.F. during the eclipse. This is shown in 
Fig. 6 where the absolute values of H.F. for 
10-minute intervals are plotted ag2.inst 
time for the period 0600 to 1200 1ST. The 
continuous-line curve shows the trends in 
H.F. on the eclipse day and the dv,shed line 
gives the corresponding mean values of the 
control days. It will be seen that the eclipse 
day values began to drop below the normal 
at about 0710 hours, almost simultaneously 
with the commencement of the eclipse. The 
maximum decrease in H.F. was registered 
at 0810 hours which was about a minute 
before the total phase. This departure works 
out to 18 gammas. This was followed by 
gradual recovery and the normal diurnal 
trend. The average level of H.F. remained 
high for the day compared to the average 
level on the control days. 
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Acoordingto I'rof. S .• Chapman's theore- shadow. cast in the ioni?,ed layer. by' the 
tical investigations the value of. H.F. during eclipse. In ~ur case the site was l\1most verti~ 
!heeclipse c~n be expected' to deviate cally below the centre of tlle shadow area in. 
towards· the value o1>tainable a few hours the E-layet during the eclipse. 
bef?re da:wn. by about one-thi:-d the way: 'Unlike, 'H.F.,the variations in V.F~ were 
ThlS fractlonal de~arture accordmg. to theory not quite con~lusive. TheV.F. on the eclipse 
works.out to 0,.22-0,28 dependIng. up?n daY' was observed to be SUbMrlllal as com
the helght at whic~ the, ~u.:rents which l~- pared to· the average on: control days even 
fiuence ~he Solar Dally VanatIon ofth~ earths well before the commen(lement of the eclipse. 
:nagn~tlC .field are assumed· ~o'flow. In the From the beginning of the eclipse to the total 
ln~stIgf\tl()nS c~nducted durmg the. present phase there was indication of a further dec
eclIpse t~e ~r~ctlOnal departure wo\ks out t::' rease;, but at about the total phase .of the 
o -29 w~lChlS very close to P~(}f: Chapman S eclipse the trend changed and the value of 
the?retlCal value of 0 .. 28, 'obta;ned ~n .the V.F. began to increase far above the mean of 
b~lS that .th.e currents producmg the Solar the control days. This increa.se continued till 
Da~l~Varlat;on were oon:6ne~ to the E- almost the end ofthe eclipse after which the 
regIon oUhe IOnosphere at, a heIght of 96. km. curve took up the usual dil1.rnal trend. 
Thus. our value of, 0·29 for the fractIOnal ' • ., . ;) 5. Radio .. AstronoJD,icalobservations 
departure appears to prOVIde stron~eVluence 
hi support of the view that the seat of Solar Gbserva#ons of Solar Radio Noise o'n a 
Daily Variation of the earth's field is the wavelength. of 1·5 metres-A radio-telescope 
E'-region of the' ionos:P)ere. Protqha;pman's fOIthe .observation of radio-emisSion from 
theory f.]SO postulates .that .the eehpse. effect the sun at 200 Mc/sec was installed at Hingu
should be a m~ximuIDwhen the slteofrakgoda.The recf:liverwasspeciallyconstruct
{)bservation is at the centre of the arca of :edat Koda.i1mnal for the purpose and was 
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used in. conjunction with a Yagi"type 'antenna 
with four directors and one re:£lector. The 
aerial gain was approximately 12. ·The 
registration was made on an Elliot Current 
Recorder of range 0 to 1 mA with a chart 
speed of 3" per hour.Observation,s were 
commenced a few days before the eclipse 
day for comparison purposes. 

The vlloria.tions of s019.1' .:£lux deduced from 
the records have been studied together wi11h 
the distribution of activity on the disc .. A 
diagram showing this activity (sunspots, 
calciliDi flocculi, . prominences and, dark 
markings) on 20 .Juneis shown in Fig. 4. 
The sunspot group in the SW quadrant of 
the disc was fairly active on· eclipse day, 
although no important :£lareappears to have 
been reported nom an,y observatory on that 
day. No reduction in tlle received raro.ation 
was observed with the commencement. of the 
eclipse. However, 12 minutes afterwardS 
~here was .a sharp decrease in the. received 
noise which was significantly ,syneh,rorious 
with ,the " occult~tiQn .·by the moon of this 
sunspot. group. This decrease continued till' 
0745 brs and the level thereafter remained 
practically' cO:ttStant until 0830" hrs . when a. 
gradual recovery was observed to commence. 
This recovery continued for the rest of the 
duration of the eclipse and was complete 
almost exactly at thetirne of the 4th contact. 

The above. observatio~s were used, for 
deducing the temperature .oorresponding to 
the flux of radio radiation at·1;5· metres 
received from the whole disc of the sun. (~x
eluding the sunspot . group). Similar: calculi;\
tioJ? was also made for the regio~ of angulaJ:' 
diame.ter,,3.·2' containing the sunspot group. 
In both cases. it was assumed, as usual, that 
the source of radio radiation was v. 1lack 
body radiating according to the Rayleigh
Jeans formula. The ~emperature tb.us derive& 

,L3JiDG OB··- 30(}....;.28-11·56-GIl?S 

was approximately 1·2 X 106 OK for the 
whole disc excluding the effect, of the sunspot 
group, while the temperature obtained for 
the sunspot region was 5·3 X 106 OK. Now; 
since the temperature of the .photosphere 
is ;reliably known to be of the order of 6OOQoK 
and further since the chromosphere must be 
opaque to radiation of 1·5 metre wavelength, 
it foTIows tnat t)l.e l'a.diation recorded by our 
:radIO telescope must have originated in the 
tenuous solaroorona. Ao()oordingly •. the above 
observations mean that on 20 JuiJ.e 1950 the 
genera.l solar (lorona had a temperature of 
the order o~ 1· 2 million degrees, while the· 
'corona above the sunspot group in the SW 
quadrant· was much hotte~, its temperature 

. being higher than 1) million degrees. 
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